Reserve & Weight Loss

Took Reserve since Oct 2012, started with 3 packs a day...
First 6 mths lost 13 Kg.
Total weight loss @ 15Kg within a year.

Took Reserve since October 2012, started with 3 packs a day. Lost 13 Kg for the first 6 months. Within a year, the total weight loss was 15 Kg.

Share the knowledge!
Eating Reserve saved my leg!

Reserve™ saved my leg!!

Andrew, a consumer of Reserve™, is relieved to have saved his right leg, in light of the fact that the surgeons wanted to amputate it all the way up to the knee cap.

Andrew had a few weeks left from a scheduled amputation of his right foot. He was introduced to take Reserve to see if it can help to reverse the bad medical condition while waiting for the date to come.

He had now declined the amputation after the swelling subsided and the infection is gradually recovering. No one can believe it.

Many are calling it a miracle, especially when the doctors told him that an Amputation was the only remedy.

Andrew a consumer of Reserve saved his right leg in light of the fact that the surgeons wanted to amputate it all the way up to the knee cap.

Andrew had a few weeks left from a scheduled amputation of his right foot. He was introduced to take Reserve to see if it can help to reverse the bad medical condition while waiting for the date to come.

He had now declined the amputation after the swelling subsided and the infection is gradually recovering. No one can believe it.

Many are calling it a miracle, especially when the doctors told him that an amputation was the only remedy.
Reserve unc ogging arteries

Pos ed o 31/03/2015

Before taking Reserve™
(3 arteries blocked, 2 x 100%, 1 x 80% blocked)
**DISCHARGE SUMMARY**

**UNIVERSITY MALAYA MEDICAL CENTRE**

**RN:** Age: Sex: 

**Occupation:** Mykid/Mykad: 

**Date of birth:** Date or admission: Ward: 

**Date of discharge:** Unit: Consultant: 

**Reason for admission:** 

**Past medical history:** 

**Drug history:** 

**Clinical findings:** 

**Investigations:** 

**Treatment (medications/procedures):** 

**Diagnosis:** 

**Patient's condition at the time of discharge:** 

**Discharge medications and orders:** 

**Follow up instructions:** 

**Completed by:** 

---

**After taking Reserve™ for 6 weeks**

(2 arteries with 100% earlier blockage totally cleared, 1 artery remained 30% blocked)

---

Before taking Reserve™ it was observed in a consumer that 3 arteries were blocked: 2 at 100% & 1 at 80%.

After taking Reserve™ for 6 weeks it was observed that the 2 100% blocked arteries have cleared and 1 artery remains 30% blocked.

---

*Share the knowledge!*

---

Posted on: Test mon a s Reserve Tagged: arteries

---

Reserve reducing creatinine eve s
My uncle have history of hypertension and diabetes mellitus for 10+ years and this has lead to chronic renal disease. In Aug’12, he had an acute peritoneal dialysis done due to acute renal failure caused by high level of creatinine in blood. According to doctor, chances of recovery is very slim and asked my uncle to be prepared for long term dialysis.

After taking Reserve for a month, my uncle’s blood pressure and diabetic conditions have improved and is now at optimal level. Previously, he used to experience chest pain but he does not have such feeling nowadays. Due to medication, he is having constipation problem but this has been resolved too after taking Reserve.

The best news is, his creatinine level have reduced and is under control. Even doctor is surprised by his overall improvement. Currently, he need not go for dialysis treatment. Condition will be reviewed again next month.

Reserve acce erates the hea ing of mouth u cers
Ulcers Heal Faster

Usually, my gal's ulcers will last more than a week and will have white patch (as shown in the photo) and will get bigger & deeper each day. Since resveratrol has anti-inflammatory effects, I decided to give her few drops of Reserve™ onto the 4 ulcers before she turns on. (15 Aug 2012)

The following morning, I asked her to consume one full pack of Reserve™ and repeated the application of Reserve™ on the ulcers. Great that she feedback that the ulcers no longer feel as pain & there are 2 ulcers healed! (17 Aug 2012). Catch her on http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fcqzatS5oXY&feature=youtu.be

Share the knowledge!

Posted in A Test mon a s Reserve Tagged photo test mon a Ucer

Reserve & Hyperthyroid Treatment

Published on 28/03/2015
Lidy Pa a 1 year ago suffered Hyperthyroid. My body condition was increasing weak easily tired, fatigue and heart palpitations to above 120. When I stressed my conditions got worse. In late January 2012 I took Reserve.

With a very practical package in the form of gel and easily fit into the bloodstream within 10-15 minutes. I drank Reserve 2 times a day morning and evening. Now after 2 months 20 days my blood tested was tested regularly to determine the progress of Hyperthyroid. And it was extraordinary.

FT4 from 3:44 to 1:38 FT3 from 3:01 to 2:04 T4 from 15:93 to 11:41

Very extraordinary heart rate became normal 86-90. Completely proven and tangible results. Reserve is the only option to repair the cells in our body so that we become healthier, more stamina and more vitality. That is my testimony Lidy Pa a .

Share the knowledge!

Posted 27/03/2015

Luminesce Serum & Reserve accelerates healing
Reserve aiding mobility in Parkinson disease patient

Reserve assisting in Parkinson disease patient

Parkinson Disease Testimonial:

A 75 year-old senior citizen in Taiwan (below) was suffering from Parkinson disease. Before taking Reserve™, he needed two helpers to hold him in order to walk properly. His energy levels were very low, as shown in his tired eyes. After consuming Reserve™ on a daily basis for two months, he can walk up to the stage without any assistance & share his own testimonial on the benefits of Reserve™.

Look at his eyes and facial expressions now. Isn’t it amazing?
Today, he can walk, jog without any assistance after a period of 6 months of consumption of Reserve™.

So did the product change one’s life? If you think it did and you wanted to also change one’s life. Call me at 8533 8233 to enquire more.

*About Parkinson disease:

It is a degenerative disorder of the central nervous system. The motor symptoms of Parkinson’s disease result from the death of dopamine-generating cells in the substantia nigra, a region of the midbrain; the cause of this cell death is unknown. Early in the course of the disease, the most obvious symptoms are movement-related; these include shakiness, stiffness, slowness of movement, and difficulty with walking and gait.

Later, cognitive and behavioral problems may arise, with dementia commonly occurring in the advanced stages of the disease. Other symptoms include sensory, sleep and emotional problems. PD is more common in the elderly, with most cases occurring after the age of 50.

A 75 year old man was suffering from Parkinson’s disease.

Before taking Reserve, he needed 2 people to hold him in order to walk properly. His energy levels were very low, as shown in his red eyes.

After consuming Reserve on a daily basis for 2 months, he can walk up to the stage without any assistance and shared his own testimonial on the benefits of Reserve.

Today, he can walk, jog without any assistance after a period of 6 months of consumption of Reserve.

Luminesce Serum reducing acne scarring

Posted on A Test mona s Reserve Tagged Parkinson photo test mon a

Pos ed o 25/03/2015
Effects of Luminesce Serum reducing acne scar after 3 months.

Share the knowledge!

Posted 11 A Test mon a s Lum nesce Tagged acne photo test mon a skin cond t on

Luminesce healing skin condition

Posted 24/03/2015

Luminesce สู่มิเนสร์ Before After1วัน After 7วัน